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Kegs banned from dorms in policy amendments
By LYNN REICHERT
TJ news editor

housing, said there never was a
policy made specifically for residence halls.
No kegs are permitted-in resi"The policy in ttw nandbook
dence halls.
was not specific enough for
This regulation is stated in residence halls," she said. "I
the new residence hall alcohol wanted to set up a policy that
policy released to students last would define the gray areas so
week.
residence halls would know what
The policy follows the same was expected of them."
form as regulations under "pollKegs are not allowed, but
des of conduct" in the student consumption oe alcoholic beverhandbook. Three regulations
ages is permitted in dorm rooms.
have been added to the original This is under certain conditions.
and one regulation altered.
A party in the dorm room is
Dean Cassens, director of limited to twenty people, with

doors shut and noise held to a
minimum.
"None of the staff are going
to count the heads in a room,"
Cassens said. "But if there's
disruptive noise, no matter how
many are in the room, the
RA"s are going to have to deal
with that j. roblem. The thing is
that once you have more than
twenty students, they go into
the halls. Then, there's a noise
factor which is (fisruptive to
others." The policy states that
the residence life staff (RA%
and RD's) will haw the dis-

cretion to decide if a party is
excessive or not.
Consumption of alcoholic
beverages is permitted in several
semi-private residence hall areas.
The areas are the same as in the
student handbook, with the exception of one omission.
Richardson TV room was omitted from the list. The regulation also gives the residence
life staff authority to request
students to leave the area if
there is excessive drinking or
rowdy behavior or to bar a student from the area, after one
warning.
"This regulation «i to clarify
and re-define the areas where
students can drink," Cassens
said.
The third addition to the
new policy states that any violations are subject to fines and/
or administrative or judicial disciplinary action.
"I would hope students realize they are accountable for
their actions," Cassens said.
"Anyone at a rowdy party can
be fined, not just the student
holding the party."

"But the student having the
party is responsible for those
people in his room. It's & big
responsibility to make sure students abide by the regulations,"
she added.
Cassens said punishment depends on the severity of the
offense. Students could be fined
or put on housing probation.
Students need to become familiar with the disciplinary process handbook, she Mid.
The remaining regulations
emphasize state and Rock IB 11
laws concerning the purchase
and possession of 6quor, beer
and wine.
'The policy sets guidelines
for students," Cassens said.
"Its intent is to encourage students to be more responsib'" i"
their drinking."
Student input in the policy
came from RA's and RD's,
Cassens said. With the help of
the residence life staff, she drew
up the policy. The policy was
approved by Dean Anfin, dean
of students, and Dr. littlejohn,
vice-president for student affairs.

Tim Bays to play Winthrop
By JOHN B. GANNON
TJ feature editor

Guy Schwartz, quarterback for the Kackbusters, tries to get rid of the ball before the Clydesdales
team gets to him. The teams collided at the Intramural Jamboree Wednesday. The flag football
season started Thursday. (TJ photo by Tim Hartis)

Issues of concern to students
By LISA FUNDERBURK
TJ news reporter
Student Government Association (SGA) has four main
issues of concern to the students: class rings, a leadership
program, the "Oh no, It's
Closed" pamphlet, and the
student Buying Power card
Tommy Mattox, SGA president, said he feels that a new
traditional ring is a good idea
because it reflects a lot of the
historical values of Winthrop.
The Winthrop College class
ring is sold in three sizes and is
an all gold, die struct ring with
the old college seal and style
impressed in the metal. The
tfnner ring is a simple gold
band with a black onyx table
haying the college seal engraved

on the stone. The traditional
Winthrop ring is relatively new
and was designed to accommodate male students. It is a birthstone ring which is cast with the
image of Tillman Hall on one
side and the College Seal on
the other side. The signet ring is
an all metal ring with the name
and seal of Winthrop College on
the table. Female graduates may
purchase any of the rings described above and males may purchase only the birthstone ring or
the signet ring.
A leadership program has
been organized and it is to be held
Oct. 2 and 3 at Camp Thunderbird.
The program will involve
tennis, so ft ball, and leisure time.
At night a conference will be
established to discuss issues of
communication and how to
build a good relationshlD.

A fee of $10 will be requested from any student wanting to
attend. Included in the $10 is
meals and lodging. This program is offered to anyone interested in developing leadership
abilities. If interested contact
Mattox.
"Oh
no. It's
Closed"
are being circulated among Winthrop students. This brochure
provides information concerning
anything from opening and closing of the library to opening
and dosing of bars in Rock
Hill. Brochures can be picked
up In Din kins Student Center.
Student savings cards are
still available to any student
who lost or didn't receive one.
r
fbe cards can be-obtained by
contacting Mattox.
The card gives 10 places of
<Hscotmts that can be provided
with presentation of the card.

This, Thursday and Friday
Winthrop College will be treated
to the musical artistry of the
unpredictable Tim Bays, guitarist extraordinaire.
In a telephone interview
Bays commented that his programs follow no real or set
format; he "feels the audience" and plays what the
audience reacts to the best.
Generally, however, Bays
sticks more to country and
pop than anything else, even
though he plays music over a
very side spectrum. The music
he plays is quite often his
own, but he also plays songs
taken from friends or established artists (if their songs have
yet to reach the public's ears).
Most of the songs he writes
today are contemporary, usually country or pop, and
geared toward the South, hishome for the last nine years.
Whether they are his or not,
many of Bays' songs are humorous. "I try to offer X-amount
of entertainment" as far as
humor, coupled with serious
overtones, goes. He tries to
play several types of songs,
but the humorous songs are
the ones he composes on the
spot and the ones where he
speaks in a narrative during the
play of the music. When he
composes, he ad-libs., playing
whatever comes to mind, and
his ad-libbing "varies with my

personal mood".
uays began playing professionally in 1972 in Colorado
juke joints and dives, but soon
founded "Slippery Tim, Chicken
Delite, and Tyke", an outfit
which, like his following group,
the
Talahassee-based
"AllWeenie Revue", regaled its
fans with musical medleys,
games hows, flashcard competitions, and pre-Inkspots music.
Later Bays joined up with
Tom Pierce and C.W. Metcalf,
a professional down and an
FSU mime, respectively, and the
trio became the Mad Mountain
Mime Troupe. It was d'uing
this group's two-and-a-half-year
life that Bays developed the iniprovisational undertones he uses
today as a result of combining
music and lyrics with the illusory reality of mime. Now it Is
second nature for Bays' music
to reflect his own mood, a
major factor In his performances.
In 1976-77 Bays began two
years' worth of devotion to
two Atlanta-based groups, "Curb
Service" and "The Missionary
Positions Band", work as a lead
guitarist, and in-studio work,
the latter of which led him to
work first as a background
voice in commerdals to composing the music and lyrics and
even doing the voiceovers (the
narration dubbed in following
completion of the commercial). Only a couple commer(Continued on page 12)
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News briefs
Film narrated by John Denver
A film produced and narrated by John Denver will be
shown on Tuesday at 6 pjn. at the Wesley Foundation,
according to the Reverend Risher Brabham, campus minister for Wesley.
The film, "I Want to Live," examines the root causes
of hunger, the extent of the hunger problem and its persistence, and offers Workable solutions to both domestic
and global hunger, said Brabham. Interviews with Harry
Chapin, Hubert Humphrey, Gerald Ford, Annie Denver,
Andrew Young and Iillian Carter are included in the film.
John Denver sings his original song, "I Want to Live."
This film, along with the Hunger Study Seminar, the
CROP Walk, and the Legislative Pilgrimage, are part of
the WCCM sponsored program to highlight the problem
of world hunger, said Brabham.

Perselay to speak
Dr. Gerald Perselay, associate professor of business
management, will give a thirty minute lecture on human
resources management to fifty selected local businessmen
at aT>rown bag luncheon in the Spring Teaching Lab, 204
Kanard, Wednesday at 12 pjn., according to Dean Padgett.
"Area businessmen will get a chance to sample what
business students at Winthrop are exposed to on campus
and meet the faculty and staff," Padgett said.

Anderson speaks on medical technology
Mrs. Betty Anderson, co-ordinator of the Medical Technology program at Charlotte Memorial Hospital, will talk
about medical technology and the Charlotte Memorial
program Wednesday at 5 pjn. in Sims 111. For more information contact John Freeman, professor of Biology,
at 2111.

Arabic course offered
Winthrop International Club will sponsor a free course
of the Arabic language on Mondays and Wednesdays from
4-5 pjn. in Din kins 220, said Mr. Tom Shealy, Winthrop
International Club and international student advisor.
Saud Al-Mofawez will introduce Arabic to students
who wish to leam. The course will continue throughout
the semester without cost to students. "The purpose is
to encourage more friendly relations between American
and foreign students," said Shealy.

A E Rho discusses plans
The Winthrop chapter of A E Rho, national broadcasting honor society, met last Monday night to discuss plans
for the upcoming year;
T •
*.>
ix.-:
During the meeting, Chris Meiivier was elected chapter president, and Maryanne Grobusky assumed the duties
of secretary/treasurer.
Members of A E Rho extend an invitation for interested
persons to attend the next meeting on Wednesday at 7
p.m.in Johnson Lobby.
Qualifications for membership in A E Rho are: a 3.0
average in all communication courses taken thus far, a
2.0 over-all average, and presently taking or having completed Communications 345.
If you have any questions, you may contact A E Rho
faculty advisor, Roy Flynn at ext. 2121.

Study skills workshops
Study, skills workshops, sponsored by the WCCM
through the Counseling Center, will be held today and
Monday, September 28, from 7 to 8 pjn. at the
Canterbury House on Park Avenue, said Mrs. Dena Lucy,
associate director of the Baptist Student Union.
"The pr-gram is designed not to just help students on
a low levei, but to help anyone improve their study skills,"
said Lucy. The program is being started early in the semester in order to give students an opportunity to cultivate
new study habits before they get into trouble with their
grades, Lucy said.
The workshops will be led by Ms. Dee Bazemore, study
skills counselor of the Counseling Center. Plans for following programs will depend upon the response to these first
two workshops, said Lucy.

Film shown on Sickle-Cell
A slide tape on Sickle-Cell Anemia will be shown Thursday in Dinkhis Auditorium.
Sickle-Cell Anemia is a hereditary disease that causes red
blood cells to curve like sickles, and plug up small vessels,
cutting off needed oxygen.
NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of

Legislative pilgrimage
A legislative pilgrimage to
Washington, D.C., will be sponsored over the fall
by
the Winthrop College Campus
Ministries, said Bob Porterfield,
campus minister for the Baptist Student Union.
"This will be an opportunity for students to examine
first hand some concerns of
world dimensional problems and
understand what's being done
about them," said Porterfield.
Porterfield said that there are
spaces for 32 students to travel
to Washington on the Legislative
Pilgrimage. Participants may
register through the Baptist
Student Union or Westminster
House. The cost of the trip,
$55.00 paid in advance, includes
all travel expenses, lodging and
part of the meals. Students
should expect to pay for four of
their own meals said Porterfield. Transportation wiil be by
van. The group will leave the
Baptist Student Center on Sun-

day, October 11, at 6:00 ajn.
and will return about 10:00
p.m. on Wednesday, October 14.
The group will be accompanied
by Porterfield and Weenie
Daniel, interim Presbyterian
campus minister.
On Monday, October 12, the
group will meet with a representative of the World Food
Bank. They will have lunch
at a regular soup kitchen for
poverty victims where the members of the pilgrimage will
help with serving. The afternoon will be spent in fight
seeing.
On Tuesday, the students
will visit the Brad for the World
organization and will interview
legislators and legislative aides
from their home districts. One
congressman they plan to visit
is Ken Holland, the congressman for South Carolina's Fifth
Congressional District which In. eludes York County, said Porterfield.

Nursing program break-in
The Winthrop Satellite Nursing Office was broken into on
Thursday. September 10 at
approximately 2 ajn. said
Dr. Jean Watson, Nursing Director.
Dr. Watson did not discover
the break-in until 7:45 ajn. Friday morning. After talking to
the Security Office, Dr. Watson
learned that Security had answered the alarm of the night
before and were able to apprehend the suspect, a Winthrop
student.
The main doorway entrance
window was shattered where
the suspect entered the building. According to Watson, "Security was here immeJ ; ite!ythe person took one small desk
?em, a paperweight, and >evi-

WIC meeting
Winthrop International Club
introduced its new officers at
the first meeting on Sept. 10,
said Mr. Tom Shealy, Winthrop
International Qub (WIC) and
international student advisor.
WIC's new officers for the
year 1981-82 are Charles Oyeyo
from Kenya, president; Chris
Asouzu from Nigeria, vicepresident; and Christian Okeke,
also from Nigeria, treasurer.
Beston J. Mwakalinga from Tanzania was elected to fill the
vacancy of secretary.
Matters discussed were the
format of following programs.
It was decided that meetings
would be held weekly on bimonthly and that all countries
and/or regions would be emphasized in the meetings. The international students are to be
more involved in the programs.
WIC also decided to hold
short courses through Din kins
Student Union. These courses
are designed to let other stu• dents become acquainted with a
country's food, costume, and
custom. WIC plans to have two
short courses a semester. The
first of such courses will be on
Peru. Shealy said to watch the
MAJ.D. in the cafeteria for

dently when the aisrm sounded,
they ran upstairs Into the counseling center and hid the item in
a couch cushion." The suspect
was caught while trying to flee
down the second floor steps.

"On Wednesday morning,
there will be a cfiscussion regarding current American life
styles that offer options In the
face of world conditions," said
Porterfield.

"WELCOME TO f
PLANNED PARENTHOOD

i

'People are often nervous when
hey come to Planned Parenthood.
They shouldn't be. We're just regular
people, and we try to make
everyone feel comfortable. We want
you to come back and bring your

friends."

Connie Brown

Rtccptionijl

Low Cost and Confidential
Birth Control
Pregnancy Testing
Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Abortion Services

This has been the secona
break-in at the Nursing Program information on birth control, V.D., preoffices, located on the ground latal care, and adoption at no cost
floor of Crawford Health CenFOR INFORMATION
ter. The last break-in, prompted
OR APPOINTMENT
the installation of an alarm sysCALL 777-0841
tery over the summer. In May,
a suspect had obtained a key MONDAY FRIDAY 8:00-5:00 KM.
to enter the building. Watson
Planned Parenthood
said that the May break-in
caused more damage than the 951 S. Independence at McDowell
Charlotte,
N.C. 28202
one on the 10th. "We have no
cash and we have no drugs,"
Watson said, "yet we get all of
the damage." After the May
"COME TO
robbery, desk drawers had to
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
be replaced because of the
BEFORE"
forced entry.
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GRADUATING
IN DECEMBER ?
It's Time To Order Your
Graduation Apparel,
Invitations, Personal
Cards, & Etc.

DEADLINE DATE:
OCTOBER 2nd

J

WINTHROP COLLEGE STORE
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News briefs
Winhecon meeting
Everyone in consumer sciences and allied professions
interested in joining WINHECON should attend the meeting
Tuesday at 7 pjn., in 209 Thurmond.

The Boy friend "The Boy Friend", a Roaring 20's musical comedy, will
be performed by the Winthrop College Theatre at 8 pjn.
beginning Wednesday, September 30,3aid Dr. Christopher
Reynolds, director of the production.
"The Boy Friend" is the classic Hollywood style love
story where boy meets girl causing hilarious complications
to arise. "It is probably the most often performed musical
to be done by young theatre groups," he said.
Students and faculty interested in obtaining tickets for
the public performances of "The Boy Friend" may buy
them in advance for $1.00 with a Winthrop I.D. on Sept. 29
thru Oct. 2 in the lobby of Kinard from 1:00 pjn. until
4:00 pjn. Tickets will also be sold prior to each performance starting at 7:15 pjn. in Johnson Hall. Tickets are
$2.00 with a WCID and $3.00 for the general public.

FA office changes hours
The Financial Aid Office has new hours according to
Mollie Bethea.
The new hours begin September 28. They will be open
from 11 ajn. to 5 p.m. daily, Monday through Friday.

Professor's book to be published
Dr. Michael L. Kennedy, Department of History, had
his new book, THE JACOBIN CLUBS IN THE FRENCH
REVOLUTION, requested for publication by the Princeton
University Press.
Dr. Kennedy, who received his Bachelor's at Baylor
and his M.A. and PhD. from Tulane, has made three trips
to France for research and hopes to return there in May to
work in the French National Archives.
After Kennedy received an American Council of Learned
Societies Fellowship in 1977, Princeton wrote to request
his manuscript for publication. "It's a very prestigious
press," Kennedy said; "It's the first in a series of three
books, hopefully, on the rise to total power and the eventual decline of the Jacobin societies in France." A previous
book, THE JACOBIN CLUB OF MARSEILLES, 17901794, was published in 1973, and the new book should be
out in November or December.

Sigma Sigma Sigma pledges
Helen Haddad, vice-president and pledge trainer of
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority, announced that they pledged
in eleven girls last Monday night at 7:00 at Dinklns.
The new Tri Sigma pledges are Cecelia Gardner, Cleo
Howell. Robin Johnson, Daria Patterson, Sharon Pearce,
Suzanne Heard, Christine Sanders, Donna Smith, Anna
Taylor, Debbie West and Jan Worthy.

More students opt for foreign study
Thirteen years ago, "A Spanish professor at the University of
Michigan took a tour of
Europe," recalls Louise Wright.
Today, the profc—wi. trip
and taste for foreign study have
become an annual flow of
American students enrolling at
accredited colleges and universities in Switzerland, Mexico,

France, Spain, Austria, Italy, some sort of language experand the U.S.S.R. for f£l, spring, ience," she says, "but there
summer or year-round programs. are seme fine arts courses that
The programs, moreover, are ! have no language requirements."
diverse, according to Wright,
Wright advises that many
whose Center for Foreign Study American schools offer loans
helps students, graduates and and scholarships for foreign
teachers arrange for overseas study.
courses, housing and travels.
Her center helps make the
"Most of the programs require rest of the arrangements. Students can get applications for
foreign study programs from the
Center for Foreign Study, P.O.
Box 1901, Merritt Island,
students employed at York Florida 32952. (305) 45S-0058.
General and residing In Rock
Wright contends that stuHill.
dents get a lot more than college
Interested students may con- credit. "We believe tha^ each
tact Dr. Jean Watson in the student we send abroad i\ an
Satellite Nursing Offices, located important investment in creating
in Crawford Health Center or mutual understanding and world
call extension 2134.
peace."

Nursing scholarships received
Five Winthrop students have
been awarded scholarships for
the fall 1981 semester through
the York General Hospital Medical Society Scholarship Fund,
said Dr. Jean Watson, nursing
program director.
The scholarship recipients are
Karen Ferguson, Mary Graham,
Donna Hollis, Marianne Jessie,
Diannc Peake. All reside in
Rock HL1.
Watson said that the scholarships are available to Winthrop
juniors and seniors enrolled in
the nursing program. The schol-j
arship funds are provided by phy
sidans on staff at York General
with preference given to nursing

Winthrop
ASPA
receives
award
(PAO)-The Winthrop College
student chapter of the American
Society of Personnel Administration (ASPA) is one of 17
student chapters nationwide to
receive a superior merit award
for 1980.
The chapter, headed by faculty advisor Gerald Perselay, was
recognized at the ASPA annual
conference in Miami Beach, Fla.,
May 26-29.
To qualify for the honor,
student chapters are judged on
such factors as members' participation in seminars, workshops and dinics and in ASPA
district and regional activities.
There are more than 6,000
student members of ASPA in
194 chapters in the country.

fe®

CASH ANYTIME FOR YOUR BOOKS
BETWEEN 2-5 PJ».
Beaty Shopping Center
?!IOI* 324-3122

New Zeta pledges
Zeta Tau Alpha pledged in twelve girls last Monday
night at Dinkins, announced Paula Moore, ZTA historian.
ZTA 1981 fall pledges are Kim Bomar, Angie Carpenter, Amanda Foster, Linda Fuller, Susie Gaertner, Vickie
Gentry, Sherry Greene, Dana Matthews, Ann Mosely,
Virginia McGuirt, Janice Rogers and Andrea Wright.

TJelta Zeta fall pledges
Delta Zeta pledged in seven girls Sunday, September
13 at 9:30 at Dinkins, announced Jo Ellen Cannon, president of the sorority.
DZ's new pledges are Marcia Anderson, Susan Collins,
Rhonda ditcher, Terri Dietrich, Lisa Funderburk, Renee
Hopper and Cindy Kelley.

Alpha Delta Pi fall pledges
Twenty-one girls pledged the Zeta Tau Chapter of
Alpha Delta Pi sorority during fall rush.
The fall pledges are Tina Atkinson, Kim Blair, Tonya
Barrett, Lisa Campbell, Mitzi Craft, Cindy Dawson, Ann
Detyeta. Carol Fipps, Treci Friddle, Celia Frix, Lynne
Guest, Kim Lester, Teresa McAbee, Becky Maher, Amy
Mays, Lisa Myers, Dana Poison, Lynn Reichert, Jette
Stroupe, Renee Cribb, and Allyson Turbeviile.

Luigi's Italian-American Restaurant is the only establishment in the Winthrop
College community that delivers. That's right, delivers right to your door. We will
bring our famous "AROUND THE WORLD PIZZA," or anything on our extensive menu ranging from our delicious pastas to your favorite American dishes. If
you would rather enjoy our comfortable atmosphere, present your Winthrop ID
card and take advantage of a 15 PERCENT DISCOUNT. We're located one block
from campus, across from Oakland Baptist Church at 1116% India Hook Road.
Call us in advance and we'll have it ready for you or we'll deliver it t o you FREE.

328-5795

LUIGI'S
flf

<5

WP

328-6394
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No kegs, no sense
So students can'tTfiave kegs in residence halls. Tliat'k
one amendment to the Alcohol Policy at Winthrop College.
The new rule makes no sense. Simply because students
can still have a beer party in a dorm room as long as no
more than 20 students are there. And as long as the party
is not too ioud and the door is kept closed.
What's the difference between a keg party and a bringyour-own-six-pack party? The price. That's all. Rowdlness
is no different, either way.
Where WC officials picked the arbitrary number "20,"
111 never know. That is another amendment to the policy.
Maybe they figured that's how many sardines can fit into
one of the dorm cans.
Who's going to enforce the magic number? And who
will decide when a party is too loud? The policy doesn't
answer the first question. The answer for the second la
the R.A.'s and R.D.'s. Here's another flaw.
Every student is different, including R.A.'s and R.D.'s.
What one RA thinks is excessive may differ markedly from
another's views. We know it's h.ird to take this human
element out, but it can be unfair to students having a
party.
Housing officials' intent in amending the rules is clear:
to help students understand the rules better and to toughen
up on alcohol consumption so dorm destruction and disturbance will be reduced.
Eliminating the keg party and putting a 20-person
limit on other alcohol dorm parties isn't going to make a
difference.
An official said dorms were not designed for parties.
I agree. A better way to achieve housing officials' objectives would be to stop parties with alcohol involved altogether in dorms. It's called being consistent.
But a provision would be needed to allow friends to get
together for a party on campus. Presently, only recognized groups can use the Shack or McBryde for parties.
Housing officials would not comment on the record
where alcohol trouble areas are, but another amendment
gives a hint. While clarifying in what semi-private residence
hall areas students can drink beer and wine, the Richardson TV room was cut from the list.
The new policy keeps old wording that says the school
doesn't sanction alcohol. The school also enforces federal
and state laws, and dty codes concerning alcohol. No problems here.
But f;he changes that were made are simply inconsistent, unenforceable, and ineffective. We admire the effort,
but think it will fall short of achieving the objective.
Tim Hartis

Letters to the editor

tinue to have the best records ring was chosen as the best
for cleanliness and least amount looking and we then had the art
of destruction. As student- department sketch such a ring
To the editor:
athletes we represent Winthrop for Winthrop.
A lot of debate went Into
I have been a student-athlete College, and as students each
here at Winthrop for the past one of you are members of whether to put a "W" or a
"WC" under the Tillman buildfour years, and I'm tired of Winthrop.
taking abuse from students. I'm
We try our hardest to win ing on one side of the ring. We
not only speaking for myself not only for Winthrop but for finally decided that "WC" lookbut for other student-athletes each one of you. I would like ed too much like "Women's
as well. What finally broke the for you to know what it's like College".
Since graduating from Wincamel's back after all these to travei to away games, play
years of articles and statements, hard, get back to school at one throp I've traveled all over the
was the article "Rudeness Is o'clock in the morning, and country and have received thouWorthless" in last week's TJ. have to study for a test. But sands of "ompliments on my
If you haven t read the believe me it is worth every ring. I personally could care
article it refers to "athletically minute of the time we spend to less if present Winthrop stuinclined students," which means represent Winthrop College and dents want a different ring; I
all student-athletes on campus. most importantly, you the stu- haw mine. I do feel it necesThe article referred to student- dent.
sary to comment on Mr. Mattox
athletes, particularly tall ones,
So I ask myself again why is remarks about a concept hard
cutting in line in the cafeteria. the student-athlete stereotyped worked before him.
Believe me, I have seen students into some kind of terrible perfrom all groups and organiza- son. There are bad people in
Millard Clark
tions on campus cut >n line.
every aspect of fife. StudentThere are always s few bad athletes are people with the
apples in every group. But you same high ideals and values SC LICENSE
never hear about the Greeks, or that many of you have.
SGA or other groups cutting in
One should not judge a
Needing a few things for a
line, and you never hear about whole group of people as bad be- late night meal and a six pack
any other bad habits these cause of the wrong doings of a of beer, I decided to go to a
people may have. At least you few. But recognize each person local supermarket. Entering
seldom read about it in the as an individual. I resent the through the sliding doon, I
newspaper. People shouldn't abuse that student-athletes hr.ve noticed a man in his early
judge a whole group by the taken in the past. I only hope fifties looking in my direcactions of a few people.
that people will take time to tion.
Some students do it because recognize that student-athletes
Taking this lightly, I conof envy, or jealousness or any are great people too, and not tinued on to my objectives.
other reason they may have to the animals that a lot of people "First, the beer", I said to a
try to stereotype the student- think we are.
friend. Noticing the prices and
athlete here at Winthrop. Of
the extent of my checking
course, I'm not speaking of all
Sincerely,
account, I dccided upon
students. There are a lot of
Alan Ours
Schlitz. As soon as I picked up
students who support us and
the Schlitz, I felt that chill in
WINTHROP RING
we are thankful for them.
the back of my neck, one
Cutting in Gne is just one Dear Editor:
which only happens when somesmall criticism of studentone or something is stalking
athletes. Some students feel
me.
(Re: "Updating Old Ideas",
that student-athletes have grades
Quickly turning around, I
T.J., 9/7/81)
handed to them on a silver
saw that same face starring in
platter. Believe me this is not
my
direction. "Oh well, maybe I
If you still have copies of
true. As a student-athlete, I The Johnsonian, January 1974, remind him of someone", I said
came here to get a good edu- you will see a full page spread of to myself and continued my
cation. If we had our grades my finger modeling the new search for the remaining items
given to us, I don't think we Winthrop male ring. I defy Mr. on my fist.
would be able to sufficiently Mattox, S.G.A. President, to
Monday night around 9:46 i?
support ourselves after grad- show me that "The original not one of the store's most
uation.
profitable
time Intervals. So the
ring symbolizes Winthrop as a
People also think that women's college." Great pains two clerks seemed to be handling
student-athletes do mass deswere taken back in 1973 to the flux of two to three custruction to the dorms. In fact, insure that this ring was as tomers at a time quite easily.
the student-athlete halls conup-to-date as any college in the There was no one in line with
more than four to six items.
area offered.
Several of us guys managed Then there was that face again.
to appoint ourselves to the Assuming to lessen the length of
ring committee. We then had ' one of the lines, he gestured to
and vacation time.
a jeweler drop off several rings
As I walked out of class and from other schools. The UNC
(Continued on page 5)
talked with a few people,
I discovered that the attendance policy says that Individual teachers are allowed to
make their own policy.
RUDE STUDENTS

Individual attendance policies unfair
By RICK TOBIN
TJ contributing editor

forward in my desk could I
notice that he was saying anything . . . I mean, a mouse
As I walked Into the class- with laryngitis could do better
room the first day c ' classes than he was doing. For the
this year, I remember thinking next fifteen minutes, the teacher
that this semester might not be and the air conditioner battled
so bad, seeing how I had gotten over control of the airwaves . . .
every course that I wanted and I think that the air conduring Pre-Registration. I found ditioner was getting the better
a con*enient seat in the raddle of him. Suddenly, I caught a
of the class to try to biend in little bit of what he was saying,
with the rest of the people and sat bolt right up in my
instead of sitting in the front seat.
and having the teacher paying
" . . . and if you miss one
attention to me because he day of class, your grade will
thought that I knew all of the
.automatically
be
brought
answers. I also didn't want to
• sit in the back of the room and down to a B. Two days means
have him think that I wasn't a C, three days a D, and four
interested in the course and days means flag da v."
I swear, it was as if someask me even more questions,
v- I looked around the room one. had slapped me In the face.
and saw a lot' of familiar faces, What the hell was he saying? I
and a few new ones. Then the ffiean? everyone gets sick -someteacher walked in. I really times. We're not a bunch of
didn't notice him at first, but robots. I like a little bit of
then, he was, standing in front freedom from the grindstone.
with his mouth Even people with (shudder)

m

"Individual instructors have
the prerogative oi establishing
more rigorous attendance regulations in any oourje," the
1981-82
Winthrop
College
Catalog says.
Now I don't know which is
worse . . . a strict policy as
was the case last year, or this
new policy, which apparently
still en forces last year's 75%
attendance rule with a special
sadists . clause
for
the
authoritarians. I really do feel
sorry for the freshmen and
sophomores around here because
I hate to think about what this
place will be like in a couple of
years.

LOA/O GOT C/1MC£LL£D... M M , / AMJOft IN
PISH WASHING- AND MINOR. /M COOKINQ, PlZZft /

QiWNHttiS -Jo CPS

v
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And then I parked.
By DEBBIE WELLS
TJ contributing editor

wants to<fcnow..

Well folks I guess vou
thought a whole month would
** , by w i t h o u t
revolting
against my favorite campus
ce part ment. Wrong, neighbor.
It s time to jump on security,
eve me, they deserve every
sneer and snare they get from
the student body.

ing the removal of my car for weekend, anyway) and parking
m e l 1 didn t
action K
first
£
' ^
Places s h o u l d
come.
Tr=nt my birthday, so I real- first serve. This "RAs park
ized r d better
move f"31here, Dr. Doowah's pari: there"
Parking is a lousy situation allfthe ^ t u d e n t ' ^ n ^ n t y
on campus, and I feel there are for the RA's, the Dr. Doowah's,
plenty of alternatives to tickets, and other "specials". The finanFreshmen could leave their care dally
contributing student
home for the first year (mummie should be able to park where he
and daddie retrieve them every pleases. He ypaid enough
B for it
'
-w-m
j .

of the little white sheets on their
windshields in these past few
weeks, n'est-ce pas? I'm not
talking about snow either.
("General Hospital" has enough
snow in September for everyone.)
Anywhomsoever, I beebopped home the first week of
school, washed clothes, and returned to my luxurious, plushiy
decorated dorm room promptly
thereafter. Being the lazy preppette that I am, I parked in front
to carry my dothes upstairs,
Now this is a common occurrence in the dorm domain—
who in his right mind is going to
carry their baskets of dothes
plus munchies halfway across
campus?! No one who's playing
with a full deck, anyway.
Ms. Security was not nice at
all. She commented on my poor
reading habits of signs, and I
spilled the beans on her lousy
grammar.
Well, what do you think
happened today, but virtually
the same thing. Almost. A
spedally - designated - dorm-tig shot-parking-spacc just happened to be filled by who else?
Virgil. Did he move? No, not for
a while. Then roomie received
an obscene phone call stipulat-

throp I.D. with yom picture and
S.S. number on it, and a certified
With certificate was not
enough identification! How
the last customer in line to obtuse can one be. Turning to
enter his newly open counter.
the person behind me, a sophoOnce at the counter, a young more, was one of the few
lady wearing a name tag, Winthrop students who witfinished ringing up my order nessed this odious event. I just
and quoted me the bill. Taking smiled and said, "Do you beout my checkbook, I promptly Heve this?"
filled in the necessary informaTo fellow students who must
tion and gave it to her. Then she do business at this store, "be on
asked me for identification. I the look out." The duel whitegave her my validated Winthrop haired man who thinks every
College I.D. card which for my man, woman and child should
four years here has been r,«ffl- have a South Carolina drivers'
dent in the past. Not knowing license. What do you think you
quite what to do she asked me need to obtain a drivers' license
for a second identification, so I but a birth certificate?
handed her my birth certifiI think the S.G.A. should
cate. Upon receiving this and make some kind of arrangealso having in her possession ments with the businesses in
my Winthrop I.D. she turned to town so that the students who
do not
the man.
have a South Carolina
The man, who seemed to be drivers' license can write or
my shadow, stalking me around cash a check.
the store, quickly said, "No, you
Randy Scott
need a South Carolina drivers'
__
,
p s
license". Being first from New
- - The _ lady who was in
Jersey and second not having a f r o n t o f m e 111 U n e 3150 P3*" b>"
drivers' license of any kind, I check and I didn t see her with
told him I hadn't one. "I'm a drivers'license.
sorry," he said.
Oh, I forgot to mention
I couldn't believe it, a Win- this, but I'm black!
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"I don't know*. I like the
place. I .'-went'-tb^srlarger school
bsfore. i;iilce/'tfie
smaller atmosphere." - 11 ''''
Kim Toms
Junior

"I thought we'd have more.
Enrollment has been rising so
much because of sports, the
athletics. That's mainly why
more males have enrolled."
Pat Pardue
Sophomore

-S
??
S

The

Office Hours: Tues
Thurt

"I'd rather that it went up.
I hope it's not the start of a new
trend. I think it's because the
price of attending college is goup and a college degree isn't
going to guarantee you a good
job any more."
Thad Whittenburg
Freshman

X;

Debbie Wells
Robert O. Bristow

|:j: Telephone: 323-2284

"A lot of colleges are going to
start declining because of the
higher tuitions."
Miller Barker
Freshman

£
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§
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'By TIM HARTIS

Letters to the editor
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Managing editor
News edl»? r
News staff

Photographers
. .
•
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Assistant advertising manager
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S

do you think about Wlnthrop's small decline in students
this year?

i|
|

,4160.'

•'I think a lot of It is due to
finandal reasons. I know some
people who didn't come back
this semester because they
couldnt pay the tuition."
Audrey Rearden
Sophomore
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Introducing the student trainers
By JOHN B. GANNON
TJ feature editor
A group of hard-working
individuals that receives almost
no recognition for its efforts
are Winthrop's student trainers
Their duties are numerous.
Aside from doing what their
nairo implies, the trainers also
treat the injuries sustained by
the players, aid the players in
rehabilitation and retraining following injuries, and even serving
is people to talk to whenever
;he players have problems they
wish to talk about. But their
primary responsibility is to prevent the injuries whenever possible, especially when a player
has just recovered from an injury.
To become a student trainer
is more difficult than one would
at first think. There is a great
deal of outside reading to leam
haw to handle injuries and
deal with other spontaneous
emergencies (there are also
three-day training sessions to
become a student trainer,
usually held in the summer).
Knowledge of first aid is necessary.
And one can progress from
student trainer to full trainer.
One can apply for an Athletic
Trainer's license from the
National
Athletic
Trainers
Association . . . but the student trainer needs to have at
least 1800 hours at work in no
less than two years' time before
even considering applying. Even
if this was accomplished there
are other requirements that must
be met before the student can
pass.
Trainers not only work in the
big contact sports s}jutt_he lesser
ones as well, incli$$rijWomen's
sports.
Steven _ Leighton, a student
trainer here at Winthrop, once
worked with a girl's team in
high school, and he would not
mind working with a team here.
After working with a men's
team, a women's team is a

nice change of pace, and as
women's sports are not so abundant as men's, their very uniqueness adds to the interest. Of
Winthrop's
female
athletes
•Leighton says, "This year's
group is a great bunch of gals."
The atmosphere in the training
room is quite (Efferent when
the two sexes are training,
than when the guys alone are
training; the girls seem to
naturally add more life.
But a trainer's life is not all
fun. Many trainers just volunteer their time, but there are
those who are unable to play
due to incapacitating injuries or
physical defects, and the latter
group can experience that "left-

out" feeling since all they can
do is watch the game, not participate. There is always that
comeraderie, but the interaction
could be doser.
Winthrop athletes speak
highly of Steven Leighton and
his fellow trainers: Gary Morris,

Paula Shaw, Kenneth Rouse,
Phil Threatt, and graduate assistants Karen Rauss and Hank
Mason.
No trainer has superiority
over another (save for Joe
"Doc" Kinney, the faculty trainer, who is in charge of them

Pocketbooks feel tuition rate increase
(CPS)—If
your
alreadyshrunken pocketbook feels even
smaller, there's good reason:
college tuition rates have spiraled to new heights.
A just-released study by the
College Entrance Examination
Board found costs at four-year
public colleges and private in-

stitutions are up by 16 and 13
percent, respectively. It's tfcs
fourth such increase in as many
years. Students at state schools
this fall will pay an average
$819 for the year, while thencounterparts at private schools
will pay £3709,
Combined with room, board,

Thr

?

pn-si-nl*
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yours with any Clinique purchase
of 6.50 or more. This is the time to
come in and be given these five Clinique beauty-workers at no extra
charge—because it's Clinique bonus
time. You get: skin care in two famous
forms, plus great makeups you might
never have used before, all in handy
travel sizes. After you've tried them—
and seen how effective they are—we
think you'll agree. For good-looking
skin, Clinique has all the answers.
Rose Poppy Lip Pencil, Sharpener,
Pink Plum Lipstick, Clarifying Lotion 2,
Bronzed Pink Colour Rub, Sub-Skin
Cream.
From the Clinique collection:
Clinique Facial Soap
8.50
7th-Day Scrub Cream
8.50
Clarifying Lotion 1,2, or 3: 6 oz. . .7.50
12 oz
12.50
Dramatically Different Moisturizing
Lotion: 2 oz., 8.50
4 oz., 13.50

t

TUESDAY *
Sept. 22
*
•Advance T
*
Tickets
*
The
Station *
•Call For *
*
More

J
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Location:

^ A&C STATION }
1023 (jundrn Avr.

Allergy Tested
100% Fragrance Free

Now Thru Sept. 26th

j

CLINIQUE

*
*
*

Rd.

^

CLINIQUE

A&C STATION J

PETER
ADONIS
SHOW

328-9505*

books, supplies, transportation
and personal costs, public college undergrads will spend an
average of $3873, while private school undergrads spend
$6885 this year, the College
Board found.
Costs are highest in the
(Continued on page 7)

now's the time to get your
Clinique bonus: "Quick Answers"

• • • • • • • • • • • ^

+

all) yet all work as a team
whose efficiency is comparable
to a well-oiled machine.
The student trainers receive
little mention or recognition,
but they are as important to
the team as the players thenselves.

Shop Monday Thru Saturday
10 AM TIL 9 PM
Rock Hill Mall on Cherry Rd.
Rock Hill, S.C.
Say Charge it with Belk Charge, Master Charge, Via, or American Express
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Unveiling of the President's portrait
By ALLYSON TURBEVILLE
TJ news reporter
A portrait of President
Charles A. .Vail was unveiled
Friday, Sept. 11 ar the Wlnthrop Alumni House.
. Mr. Henry Rood, Jr., artist
of the president's portrait, is
a native of Reasantville, New
York. He studied at the Art
Student's League in New York
City, John Carlson School of
Landscape Painting and New
York University in New York
City. Mr. Rood was a member
of the art staff of THE NEW
YORK TIMES and an assistant
art director of MENTOR magazine. He began painting portraits as a profession in the
1920s.

Mr. Rood has painted almost
500 portraits, including many
prominent Southerners. Among
his subjects have been O. Henry
(William Sydney Porter), North
Carolina Governors Robert B.
Glenn, R. Gregg Cherry, and
Charles Aycock, William L.
Poteat, president of Wake Forest, and Julian Price, president
of Jefferson Standard life Insurance Company. Mr. Rood,
a member of the North Carolina State Art Society, is listed
in Who's Who in the South and
Southwest. He now resides in
Greensboro, N.C., where he continues painting portraits and also
restores paintings.
From several trips to Rock
Hill, Mr. Rood completed the
portrait of President Vail. As

Vail posed each time Mr. Rood
visited, the painting sessions
lasted anywhere from IK to 3
hours.
"I got my wife to talk to the
president while he posed," said
Rood. "President Vail is a very
interesting man, and the nice
by-products of painting portraits
is meeting people." Mr. Rood
said that the bust size oil painting probabiy would have taken
three weeks altogether if he (fidn't
have to make separate trips.

"Different subjects require different styles of painting," be
said.
The ceremony began with a
reception attended by alumni
executive board, alumni council, and ^administration. officers
of the college. Jean Appleby
Jackson, director of Alumni
Affairs, welcomed the guests.
The presentation was made by
Mary ODell Uttlejohn, president of Alumni Association.
The actual unveiling of the

portrait at 5:56 pjm. was conducted by Aileen McElveen
Martin, past president of the
Alumni Association and th6 response was given by President
Charles A. Vail. "I would Dke to
thank the Alumni Association.
You've done a great honor to
me," said President Vail. Closing remarks were made by Jean
Appleby -Jackson.
The portrait has been placed
in Tillman.

WELCOMES BACK
WINTHROP
1st SO PEOPLE
free T-Shirfs
BEER BUST
Sept. 26
1:00 - 6:00
$4.00 to fill up
ESTABLISHED 1974
Located across from
Kate Wofford Dormitory
on Cherry Road

President Charles B. Vail stands beside portrait after the unveiling. (PAO photo)

324-9103

Pocketbooks

(Continued from page 6)
Northeast, where traditionallyhigh tuitions and skyrocketing
energy bills have pushed the
total costs of attending some
schools into the five-figure
bracket.
Bennington College in Vermont tops the list at $12,030.
About a dozen other schoolsincluding Harvard, Bryn Mawr
and Yals-cost $11,000 or mor?
to attend this year.
'This year's tuition jump
basically reflects last year's inflation," says Joe Paul Case,
who co-ordinated the College
Board study. "Colleges can only
adjust their prices once a year,
unlike a grocery store, which
can adjust the price of peanut
butter every half hour if it so
chooses."
Case points out that 'tych
tuition Increase has followed a
comparable increase in the general cost of living. If-and it's a
big lf«the Reagan administration's forecasts of an improved
economy sre realized, there
should be a corresponding slowing of tuition hikes-a decrease
in the Increase, if you'd like.''

IF YOU'VE GOT THE TIME,
WE'VE GOT THE BEER.

Beaty Wholesale, Inc.
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WINTHROP COLLEGE

THIS BUD'S
FOR YOU!

B & B DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
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Field house has multi-use
By LYNN REICHERT
TJ news editor

house' is being stressed for the ment and all athletics will be
construction," Steve Warren, housed in the building.
resident construction engineer,
The 9.5 million dollar proThe new field house is not said. The field house will be used ject is four weeks ahead of
just a basketball arena. It is a for intramurals, women's volley- schedule.
multi-use field house.
ball, concerts and trade shows.
"The overall job is a little
The
word
'multi-field The physical education depart- less than half-way done," Warren
said. "Most of the construction planned for September and
on into October is finished.
Hopefully, by a year from now
the field house will be finished."
The lower or arena level
M H H M n B

walls are complete. The majority of
columns are up, and
the concourse is expected to be
finished within two weeks. The
roof, expected to be completed
by January, will help construction by preventing the weather
from hindering production.
To stay wiihin the budget,
two major changes have been
made in construction plans.
Handball courts will not be
completed, Warren said. The
walls will be finished, but the

rest of the material for the
courts wili not be bought until a later date.
The number of fixed seats
for the basketball arena had
been reduced by 1,500 seats.
Fixed seats for the arena number 6,000 now.
The main problems encountered alocg the way have been
with soil conditions. The foun(Continued on page 13)

Call Complete Business Service
for your typing needs
SPECIALIZING IN:
'RESUMES
'LETTERS
'DICTATIONS
'COPIES
*W0R0 PROCESSING

8:30-5:00
324-4070

Ruth Chambers
514 Oakland

Just Below Winthrop

Robert Isom, of the WC Structural department, scraped the
windows and trims of Bancroft last week. (TJ photo by Tim
Hart is)

CAROLINA WOMEN'S
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•Abortion Counseling and Services
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•Birth Control Counseling and Pills
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(Photo by Roueche)
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Placement and career planning workshops
The office of Placement and
Career Planning Is sponsoring a
series of workshops for students
in Spring Lab in Kinard beginning this week, said Luanna
Dorsett, career counselor in
the Office of Placement and
Career Planning.
The workshop, "How Your
Placement Works," will be held
from 3 to 4 pjn. in Springs
Lab. This seminar will instruct
the student in establishing a
placement file. "We go through
the process at length and explain the values of establishing
the file this way and how it is
used in relation to getting a
job," Dorsett said. Other dates

for this workshop are: Monday..
Sept. 28 from 10 to 11 ajn.
and Monday, Oct. 5 from
11 to 12 noon.
The second workshop begins
Tuesday at 11 ajn.
Mrs.
Dorsett said that this workshop
will inform students about whafr
to expect in an interview, how
to prepare for one, and even
how to dress. The "Dressing
for Success" portion of this
workshop will be taught by Gay
Randolph, instructor of business
administration and assistant
director of Institute of Management. Other dates for this
seminar are Tuesday, Sept. 29
at 2:30 to 3:30 and Tuesday,

Notes from the front
(CPS)—The battle over how
and where to cut federal student aid programs was long
and emotional. Stretching from
the second week in February
through the first week of August, it prompted those involved in the struggle to indulge in the extremes of human
behavior. Some of the hi^ilights, lowlights and rationales:
IN SHRUGGING OFF THE
POTENTIAL EFFECTS of lowering the maximum amount of
money a student can get from a
Pen Grant by $100, Sen. Harrison Schmitt of New Mexico
explained to a Senate hearing
that it would only cost the
2.7 million Pell Grant recipients
the equivalent of two packs of
cigarettes per week.
THREE NATIONAL STUDENT GROUPS dropped plans
to sue the Reagan administration over its plan to make families contribute more money to
their children's college costs.
U.S. Student Association lobbyist Eduardo Wolle said the
lawsuit over increased expenses
-vould be "too expensive."
STUDENTS AT NORTHERN
MICHIGAN University last
spring erected a "Reaganville" of
cardboard shacks to dramatize
the expected effects of the administration's proposed cuts.
The second night of the protest
high winds destroyed the shantytown. NMU students asked Gov.
William Miliiken to declare the
site of the protest against
what they termed a budget
"disaster" a disaster area. Miliiken, a Republican, refused.
"LAST JANUARY I DIDN'T
KNOW what' supply-side economics was all about. I just,
had Economics 101. But I
think I can maybe stand for at
least a master's exam at the present time," U.S. Secretary of
Education Terrel Bell told a convention of state educators in

August.
COLLEGE
TODAY
IS
THREE HOURS CHEAPER
THAN in 1944, when Olivet
Nazarene College assistant Dean
Rev. Norman Moore went to
school. Earning about 25 cents
per hour, it took him 1220
hours to pay the $305 it took
to go to Olivet. Commenting
on the effects of the aid cuts,
Moore told a June student
meeting that, at the current
$3.35 per hour minimum wage,
it v;ould take an aid-less 1981
student just 1217 hours to pay
Olivet Nazarene's $4080 fee this
year.

Octobor 6.
The third workshop, "The
Power of Words: Develop Your
Communication Skills," will be
taught by Mr. John McCaLl,
Director of Placement and Career Planning, and held on
-Tuesday from 2 to 4 pjn.l
D.m.
"Producing a Resume that
Works for You," is the theme
of the fourth workshop taught
by Mrs. Dorsett. This seminar
\yill be Wednesday, September
23 from 2 to 3 p.m.
This dass will explore the different styles of resumes, and
how to prepare a successful
resume. Other dates for this
workshop are: Wednesday,Sept.
30 from 11 to 12 noon and
Wednesday, Oct. 7 from 10 to
11 a.m.

10% discount-WC ID
Call for appointment
Phone 327-2123
314 Oakland Ave.

COMING SOON BIG CUP TALLY
MONDAY NITE
FOOTBALL
HAPPY HOUR
TIL 12:00

MON. 21

The last workshop "Resume
Writing and Interview Skills,"
is really two workshops in one
designed to suit the people who
could not attend before," Dorsett said. This workshop will
„ 1 H O S E W M O QCLIbV^ IN M i H A C t

TUES 22

MEET JOSE1 WHITE
NITE L0WENBRAU
BOLT. 50*
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SAT. 26
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GOLF & GAMES
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Open Year Round
11 AM to Midnight
CelonoM Rd. at 1-77 366-5511

4*

Turn left at l i t light past Howard Johnson's
on Cherry Rd.

ELECTRONIC GAME ROOM

Douglas Studio
Tatler Photographer
1953-1979
Color, Gold Tone
Black & White
Placement Photos

also be offered on Friday, tending these workshops are to
Sept. 25 at 10 ajn. to 12 noon, call 2141 or come by the PlaceThursday, Oct. 11 at 9 to 11 ment and Career Planning Ofa.m., rnaay, Oct. 2 at 10 to fice. "There is a limited am12 noon, Thursday. Oct. 3 at ount of space and these dasses
will be very popular so students
1 to 3 pjn.
should be sure to sign up right
Students interested in at- away," Mrs. Dorsett said.

#

w
n

t GAME TOKENS
FOR ( 1
With This Cow^on ( f t g . 25* Eo.)

Expires Sept. 30

mi

•Poc Mon
•Asteroid*
•Phoenl*
•Goloxion
•Space Invodors
•Sfor Ccstle
•Bezerk
•Scramble

Command

•Rolly-X
•Monaco G.P.

FUNTIME HOUR
J TO* ML
MM. IVeugk Fri.
I Tot— tor *1

•Cobfo
.Contlpodo
•Pac Mon 'Ward
o» W o t
•Torn
«Oof9W

•Video pin bell

•Bottl* Zona
•Block Knight
•Poc Mon
•Block Out
•Spoco Pome
• C r o i y Ctlmbor
•GoH
•Defender
• A s t r o Invodtr
• S i l w M
•Spoco h w o d o n

PlAY PUTT-PUTT®
GOLF FREE

3 Ftoo G o m e * With Coupon
Whon Another 3 - C o m * Tkkot I t
P u r c h a t o d A t R i g u l o r Prlco
(S3.SO).

Expires Nov. 30 1M1

*

)
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OS I happenings
19

.Gold-Panning Trip to the Reed Mine. Cost $1.

24

.Movie: Beach Blanket Bingo, l l pjn. Amphitheatre

24-25

.ATS Tim Bays 9 p.m.

26

.Captain's Choice Golf Tournament. College Golf Course, Tee-off at 9:30.

• .L-

rr- •*» •

•-- '

Be careful when walking under Bancroft Annex. Joe Gober (left)
and Mark Cannon, both junior, were chewing and spitting out
their third floor window. (TJ photo by Tim Hartis)

Boone's Sunoco

tiHK;

Snack Stop
Open 24 Hours

Ipf

mm PLEATED W00L SKIRTS..49.99 W
MM
)
mm SWEATER SKIRT SETS...$19-99
i

ym

. /(

QANNIE

Complete Auto Service
Coldest Beer in Town

PLAID SKIRT SET...$15.99

HALL LOOK DRESS PANTS...$15.99t

LINED WOOL BLAZER .,$14.99

M

COWL & V-NECK

The Very
Best Auto
Mechanics

SWEATER DRESSES...$19.99

Drinks, Munchies, Cigarettes
Next To Winthrop
At Cherry Rd. and Oakland

1012 W. OAKLANTL
SOCK Hill, S. C.
327-6^84

>mu%

1dr8:00 MONDAY-SATURDAY

THE COLLEGE SHOP

V

J&.

145 Camden Ave.
Rock Hill, S.C. 29730

(beside A & C Station)

SPECIALIZE IN FRATERNITY AND SORORITY ITEMS
- GREEK PADDLES 15% DISCOUNT
ALL MAJOR COLLEGE GIFT & NOVELTY ITEMS
FUND RAISING PROJECTS
- CLUBS
- FRATERNITY AND SORORITY «*
IBBOBOBI

SOUTH

B

OWOUM

WC-ID

803/328-2776
803/328-2012
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Uncertainty alters recruiting methods
(CPS)-The mounting uncertainty over economic conditions
has not cut down on the amount
of job recruiting being done on
campuses, but it has made recruiters narrow their focus on
the type of students they
will interview, according to
campus placement officers.
Recruiters, says RoirFalliday,
placement director at San Angelo State in Texas, are "tightening up" the criteria they use in
deciding which students they
will personally interview for
job openings.
"They used to come here
and recruit every kind of student," Falliday recalls. "But
now they're limiting to certain
majors. Recruiters want to see
those students who aren't going
to cost the company money by
training them. They want people
with skills, like computers or
engineering."
Falliday and others find that
employers visiting campus this
spring tend to ask fewer general
questions and more probing
questions in a procedure that
may cost a company more in
recruiting costs, but less in posthiring costs incurred if the
employee doesn't work out for
the firm.
Employers, summarizes John
Shingleton of Michigan State
University, are "willing to go a
long way to find the right
people."
"People are in business to
make money, and they're going
to go wherever they can to

make sure they'll get the most
bang for the bucks," be adds.
Now, employers often ask
college placement services to
screen applicants more vigorously, Shingleton says, in an
effort to get the bigger "bang."
Employers are also more likely
to expcct that students are
.familiar with their companies
. before the interview begins.

want to interview as many
people as they can just in case
the economy suddenly allows
f r
" "'tick hiring."
Most companies interviewed
by the College Placement Council (CPC), which gathers national
data for many campus placement offices, said they don't
want to be caught in the same
bind as they were In the midseventies, when they halted all
Such methods, Shingleton hiring and were left shorchanded
says, may change the nature of when the economy improved.
recruitment, but they make it
more effective for the recruiters.
The recruiters themselves
have stayed busy, despite their
increased selectivity and the (Continued from page 1)
sluggish economy. Shingleton's
survey of over 500 firms suggest- cials reached national exposure,
ed recruiting nationwide will as most were intended for use
have increased two percent by only in the South.
year's end. Some individual
In 1978 Bays began appearcampuses have enjoyed bigger ing in shows with artists such
increases. Lehigh, for example, as Lynyrd Skynyrd, Meatloaf,
has recorded a 15 percent jump and in concerts with Norman
in the number of on-campus Blake, Mike Cross, and the
interviews. Interviews at Iowa David Grisman Quintet.
State are up 30 percent.
His performances reflect his
But increased interviewing no diverse interests, and he moves
longer means increased hiring. easily from an epic folkies'
The number of job offers has story song and singalong to sn
increased on most campuses. infectious samba, from the charIn some cases, recruiters who acter of an old man in a downused to offer 50 jobs for every town rooming house to that of
200 interviews have dropped the a low-rent gigolo. He gives a
number to 25 offers for every warm performance and remem200 interviews.
bers that audiences are a part of
"Obviously, the markets are the changes he loves.
tightening up," observes Marie
The shows begin both nights
Rolle of Northern Arizona Uni- at 9 pjn., and will last a&
veisity. "But recruiters still long as Tim Bays lasts.

Tim Bays to play

CLASS

>«
t
I

I

JUNIORS & SENIORS

September 23, 24, 25
Time: 10-4
Place: Dinkins Student Center

SPECIAL:

YOUR T-SHIRT HEADQUARTERS

SEE US FOR
JERSEYS T-SKIRTS CAPS
CUSTOM LETTERING
GREEK LETTERS
TRANSFERS
CUSTOM SCREEN PRINTING
BRING YOUR "STUDENT SAVINGS CARD"
AND GET 10% DISCOUNT.
TOWN CENTER MALL
HOURS:
ROCK HILL.S.C.
M-S: 9:30-6:00
324-1363

Located Inside
The Strawberry

803-324-3006

MEISTERGRAM COMPUTER MONOGRAMMING SERVICE
1037 OAKLAND AVENUE
ROCK HILL, SOUTH CAROLINA 29730

THESE MONOGRAMS AVAILABLE:
GREEK LETTERS
SPORTS M0TIFFS

I•£
•fr
*
*
•*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
•f
*
45
*

GOOD PRICE ON SILADIUM COLLEGE RINGS
Siladium produces a brillant luster of
a fine jewelers stainless
^ ^0

NOW: $89.95

***$30.00

'L^
WE NOW HAVE:

COMING SOON:

Carolina Gamecock
Clemson Tigar Paw

Winthrop Eagle
"on shirts, t-shirts
*$3.78 -$5.00
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By LEANNF, SKIPPER
TJ feature reporter
"If you. ever have any
trouble, go see your R.A."
These words are common advice
giver to dorm students all over
campus. But these resident advisers deal with more than just
troubled students. Pam Forsythe, a senior accounting major,
is one of the R.A.'s in Bancroft
Hall, and she says that her job
mainly involves enforcing the
rules and keeping the activity
of the hall under contrc!. Her
biggest problem so far has been
keeping the noise down on her
hall.
This is Pam's second semester as an R.A. and she believes
that since she is a 3tudent as
well, she can be more aware of
the problems that students encounter. It's an advantage because she knows how the students feel since she was once
there herself.
But it is not all trouble and
problems. Pam says that being
an R.A. gives one the chance to
meet so many different people
and then get to know them
well. The experience that one
gains through handling the situations that arise in a dona also
helps in things such as selfconfidence and independence.
In order to be an R.A., Pam
had to fill out an application
from the housing office that

included an evaluation and interview with the resident director
of her dorm and further written
evaluations from her R.A. and
two other people on campus,
Pam encourages anyone who
thinks that he would enjoy being an R.A. to apply for the
job. She says, "You have to be
willing to give up a lot of your
time for the people on your
hall, and you have to be able to
take things as they come, but I
like the job because I'm in contact with so many different
people."
Another R.A. on campus,
senior Kay Turner, sees her
job differently. She says her
main duty is to create an atmosphere where a group of different people with different personalities can Hve together. She
also sees herself as an example
for newcomers on how to get
along with so many afferent
peoples.
Kay also mentions some of
the problems of being in authority. Her biggest worry, like
Pam s, is the noise made by the
girls on her hall, but Kay says
they'll usually listen when she
tells them to keep it down.
In some cases, though, the
girls dont fisten. She remembers one girl who had a bad
temper and took out her frustrations on the walls and furniture in her room. She also recalls an Incident with one girl

who was in extreme pain and
wouldn't let Kay examine her
and Kay finally ended up calling security, an ambulance and
making a trip to the emergency
room.
But not all R.AJ' experiences are with illness or bad
tempers. Kay thought every
room that she walked by at the
end of the year brought back
memories of the people who
had lived in that room, something shell always remember,
In order to learn all the
skills necessary to be an R.A.,
the girls attended a workshop
held the week before the opening of school. This included
sessions with the security officers and actual practice ^'tuations, like a depressed student
or an attempted suicide, to
help them get the feel of having
to react quickly and effectively.
Students leam from their
R.A. the ability to adapt to
many different people and to
gain respect from everyone they
meet.

James Parrish's
Flowerland
ACROSS FROM RICHARDSON
HALL
Remember that special someone with fk>frers
221 Cherry Rd,

Phono: 328-6205

lamoiii

LOVE'S
x

,
'

/m/
We guarantee it. Don't buy anywhere
''/M/ until you see our extensive selection. If
A,
you're looking for a diamond to wear
/ /
for Hj beauty, or an investment — you'll
find the best buys and best quality at love's.

Size
Valuation
1 / 5 Ct.
$350.00
1 / 4 Ct.
450.00
14K Whit, or
Yellow Gold
1/3 Ct.
595.00
1 / 2 Ct.
800.00
Layaway now for Christmas

the students'
paper

u f f l
B 2 J |
___B|

Sak
$149.0(
225.0<
299.0<
475.0C

* 1120 Chocry Rd. • 6631 Morrison Blvd.
Rode Hill, SC
Charlotte, NC
(803)366-7161
(704)365-2390
Opon daily & Sat.
OpenM-F 10-8,
10-6
Sat. 10-6, Sun. 1-6

Field house has multi-use
(Continued from page 9)
dation took more expense than
anticipated, Warren said.
"We expected the place
where we built to be the best
area but it turned out to have
poor soil conditions and a

high water table," Warren said.
Problems have not delayed
the construction too much,
Warren said. "Our biggest problem was getting started, but if
the water holds oui, we donx
anticipate any more major problems."

ATTENTION
WINTHROP STUDENTS!!
September Sale

FREE WEDNESDAY
1 Keg Beer — 9:00 pm
1 Keg Beer — 10:00 pn

FREE THURSDAY
I Keg Beer — 11:00 pm
Rytex Ar.tique Vellum Stationery
Only 5 8 . 9 5

ragUarty

316 00

Th# auOUa l » « * n a * pattern tn trus h a n d s c * pepw
lot
txo.nn.rg of paearmaluna - h a " handmada * * • • » wara tfacad
f a t h e a d . a c u "ooTy mttva8un. Today, AAMJU.
«M S j «
handaorkad Much. ralnad lor u w «*th modam par <x lyO*-»'l
Seltvl Horn tu«vjr» D I M M Ol « * ! • . M l * Noa Or * > • ' » • /
in pinctM t* monarch W l ahaatt. C h o * a ol «fl*r«nj
(ML. AO BC) m <JMP N u t ea» 9*1 or ctvrt rad **•
f*'**'
Princeta »haat» and 100 an»aiopa* or. 80 Monarch » h a a « and
*i»**40P*».
Doom: SO •«Wa. unprmttd

tor aacond

» «>•» O* 0 **

BEATY SHOPPING CENTER
PHONE: 324-3122
328-1707

HOURS: 9:30 til 9:00 MON-FRi
9:30 til 6:00 SAT.

HAPPY HOUR: 7-8
DRAFT - 25c
CAN - 75c

NO COVER
FREE JUKE BOX 7-9
GOOSENECKS - 50c
DRAFT -45c

COMING SOON: GAMEROOM
-Cherry Road isar Wiitirop-
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Starla McCollum looks forward to the season
sibility.

Add

to

that

the

team
being a
perennial
#10 STARLA
power, and what you have is a
cooker with the player
being in the middle.
McCOUUM pressure
Well, that player in Winthrop's case, is setter hitter
McCollum. McCollum re5'-5" SENIOR; Starla
turns for her senior year, and
the pressure is on. But like all
From Easley, S C.true winners, she (McCollum)
believes that she can handle it.
'This year, coach (Elaine
tasley High School the
Moango) is looking to me for
leadership. I am the only
so I have to kind of
Setter/Hitter senior,
help out everywhere, but really
all of us are equal and I don't
feel that much pressure on
me."
What McCollum is really
looking forward to is the start
By JOSHUA I. BAKER
of the season though, 'T am
TJ sports reporter
looking forward to the season a
One would think that being lot, because it is my senior
the only senior on Winthrop's year, but also because we have
talent laden volleyball team finished runner-up two years in
would carry a lot of respon- a row in the regionals, and we
PHYSICAL EDUCATON MAJOR

want to change that."
hopefully coach in the public
throp."
Reversing the last two years'
Now that McCollum's college school system.
results is no small chore. The <*•*"• is coming to a close,
"What I would really like
Eagles have marked an 81-22 McCollum wants to get her de- right now is to help our team to
record the past two years, in- gree in physical education, go to the regional championship, and
cluding second place finishes in graduate school somewhere, and get my degree.
the state and region.
McCollum, however, feels
that things will be different
this year. "I think that this is
the team to win the state and
region this year. We need to play
a little bit smarter than in the
past, and if we can play together
as a team, I am sure that we will
do well."
After graduation from Easley
High School in 1978, McCollum
chose Winthrop, and according
to McCollum it was not a very
hard decision. "Winthrop has
always been good in volleyball,
and they have one of the best
physical education departments
anywhere. I've been coming here
(Winthrop) since 10th grade, so
when it came time to choose, it
wasn't very hard choosing Win-oat block fron Wtafhrop COM pus-

COLLEGE TEXACO

Eagle downed by FIT
The Engineers of Florida Institute of Technology exploded
for two first-half goals within
37 seconds of each other to
stall the Winthrop Eagles 2-1 in
soccer action Mondcy at the
lake area.

Engineer Mario Kuhar scored
early in the match on a direct
free kick, the same type of play
which cost the Eagles their
season opener two weeks ago..
Then, Jerry Henderson slipped
the ball past Winthrop goalie

SERVICE CALLS 327-2241

Bob Bowen to extend the FIT
lead to 2.

GO EAGLES!

2:32 into the second period,
Eagle sophomore Tim Gandy
scored on an unassisted play
for Winthrop's lone goal.

Soccer, volleyball
teams

Congrats to G R E G D O N L O N

"We made freshman-type
errors today," stud Coach Jim
Casada. "We played much better
the second half than in the
first. We're young and inexperienced and well just have to
put this match behind us and
prepare for the rest of the
season.'

for scoring 3 goals
Donnie Creamer, manager
Willard Debruhl, Alan Ours.
Charlie Brunson, Franl.ie
Griffin

TVtw&mf. (a (fop. (pun tnutf

WEDNESDAY SPECIAL
A member of the Winthrop soccer squad moves past an opponent
during a recent outing. The Eagle booters possess a 2-2 record
thus far this year. (TJ photo by Craig Tucker)

FREE MEAL
Buy One Pizza
At
Regular
Price and Ge

^

^ jSmmMK. &A 9

^

v

%
V

*
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~

J

t

" Pizza With
One Topping
FREE.
($4.00 Value)

THE OLIVE TREE
130

Rd
!ofc?7?
"
324-5216

(Across From Fairgrounds)
Offer Good Any Day Thru Sept. 22nd)

«^>

324-5218

•/ /tilt

rev Iili/nhli'ii Imiini Fonmiis RrriFtitil
Chirk'"
Mashct! /minim's mill i/nini
( " m m i / i f " / r shut" ami tinifivsh. lint liisntih'

738 CHERRY RD.
'HtTirof/,'
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Introducing Karen Brown
Winthrop: love it or leave
I would like to discuss with you a dangerous problem
that has spread into an alarming situation here at Winthrop
College.
What I am talking about is the lack of loyalty within
the student body here.
How many of you have seen cars driven by Winthrop
students that have Carolina or Clemson stickers all over
them? Why? Carolina students don't have Winthrop
stickers on their cars!
On almost any given day, students of W.C. can be seen
advertising their favorite college by wearing hats, shirts,
belts and yes, even undergarments, (dont ask how I know
this).
How can any school be so wonderful that students at
another school would wear jockey shorts with a tiger paw
on them?
If someone in your high school were to wear a hat of an
opposing school? Would you: A. Beat him up. B. Kick him
in the teeth. C. Make various comments about his ancestors. D. All of the above. I don't know about your high
school, but in mine, D., E., and even a little of F., G., and H
would be the correct responses.
When I asked a thriving Winthrop student why he
supports another school with his hard earned money his
response was a very understandable one: "They have a
football team."
Well, that's just marvy, but does this mean that your car
has to te covered with Clemson stickers, your walls plastered with North Carolina posters and your dog has to be
named George Rogers?
Let me fill you in on a little secret. Having a football
team doesn't mean that any school is better than another
one. It's terrific having a favorite football team. I like
Michigan (I'd rather not talk about their first game).
Why do you feel that because you like their football
team you have to advertise their school on the back of
your shirt?
If you'd only take a look, you'd see that here at Winthrop, we have a lot to be proud of. If you're still convinced that you have to stay loyal to a different college,
then I recommend you pack up your little tiger dolls and
chicken posters and head either south or west. It would
probably be the best solution for everyone involved.
I go to Winthrop College and I refuse to get caught up
in the stereotyped Carolinian who has to bow before
either an orange paw or a chicken.
J. D, Stanley

Eagle Scoreboard
SOCCER

Sept. 7
Sept. 9
Sept. 14
Sept. 15
S?pt. 19
Sept. 22
Sept. 24
Sept. 26

Opponent

Time/Score

F.I.U.
Lander
F.I.T.
Wingate
College of Charleston
at Coastal Carolina
Erskine College
at Baptist College

Lost 1-0
Won 10-0
Lost 2-1
Won 3-0
2:00
3:30
4:00
2:00

VOLLEYBALL
Date
Sept; 15
Sept. 17
Sept. 21
Sept. 25-26

Opponent
Mats Hill
at Appalachian State
USC-Aiker., High Point
at Erskine,
Baptist Cc'kce
at N.C. State
Tournament

Time/Score
Won 15-3
6:30
6:30
TBA

Dance theater
Dr. Joanne Lunt, dance theater advisor, announced the
new membere of Dance Theater for the 1981-82 academic
year.
Tryouts were held September 9. Students that tried out
were expected to perform skills from a selected list.
The new members are: Ronda Styles, Lori Brown, Robin
Walters, Teresa Stewart, Susan Gabriels, Evelyn Rodriguez,
Donna Smith, Anne Rags dale, Theresa Jackson, Dean Harsey, and Janet Langrton.

JOSHUA I. BAKER
TJ sports reporter
Walking along Wlnthrop's
athletic hall you notice the
names that have become common knowledge around the
campus. Names like NSeld Gordon, Horace Turbeville, Gerald Hendrick, and Elaine
Mozingo have become synonymous with Winthrop athletics.
Then as you walk a little
further down the hall, you come
to the newest member of the
Winthrop athletic staff: Ladies
and Gentlemen, meet Winthrop
Eagles head women's basketball
coach, Karen Brown.
Karen Brown, former assistant coach at the University of
South Carolina, has brought her
talents to the campus of Winthrop College. She i: also the
assistant athletic director for
the school, and coaches the
women's tends team.
Brown, a native of Columbia, was a standout studentathlete at Irmo High School.
She lettered in basketball,
tennis, and track.
Upon graduation, Brown
accepted an athletic scholarship
at Anderson Junior College
where she was a defensive standout on two consecutive national
championship basketball teams.
She then played two years at
Lander College, where she
earned her degree in physical
education in 1978.
Brown later earned her master's degree from USC in 1979,
and served as graduate assistant
to head basketball coach Pam
Parsons at Carolina.
Brown has had to make
many adjustments, but one of
the biggest she has had to make
is adjusting to a new city and a
much smaller Winthrop campus.
"The city is a lot smaller than
Columbia, jnd the campus is not
as big as USC%, but I have adjusted to it. and I like it."

CROP
Walk
announced
The Winthrop College Campus Ministry will sponsor the
fourth annual York County
CROP Walk for Hunger at 2:30
pjn. on World Communicn Sunday, October 4, according to
the Rewfend Risher Brabham,
campus -iiinister for the Wesley
Foundation.
Students may pick up sponsor envelopes at Din kins Student Center, the YMCA in
Rock Hill, or St. John's United
Methodist Church in Fort Mill.
Brabham said that participants
are asked to distribute these
envelopes to family members,
friends or businessss who will
pledge to pay the person for
walking in the ten kilometer
(6.2 miles) hike. After the CROP
Walk, participants will collect
their pledges and turn the
money in to the Baptist Student Union, 620 Oakland Avenue.
Twenty-five percent of the
funds collected stay in York

Another adjustment Brown
has had to make is one of being
on campus most of the time.
"At Carolina I was on the road
recruiting and scouting, but at
Winthrop I am more confined to
the campus and my office."
Brown has some very larg^,
goals that she would Hke to.
accompHsh and one of those ,
goals is that of student support. "With time, we should
have the type of studeni support like we had at Carolina.
With the addition of the new
field house, I believe that we
will be able to draw more fans
to our games, and we play
better with the home crowd
behind us."
The biggest goal that Brown
would like to accomplish is to
get the women's basketball team
into the national spotlight. "Our
first goal is to be the top division
n team in the state. Our next
goal is to be the top team in
our region, and thei. hopefully
one of the top teams nation-

ally."
With an optimistic view like
the one that Brown possesses,
it looks as though Winthrop will
be looking forward to a tot of
future success.

Karen Brown

WHEN YOU HAVE THAT
LATE NIGHT FOOD

mm

ATTACK

! 366-3065

I!

OPEN 24 HOURS"

2440 Cherry Road
oooeeedesoeooe&KsoSi

KICK OFF SPECIALS!
WiNTHROP COLLEGE STORE

BLOCKING HIGH
PRICES

30% OFF
ON

Selected Clothing
(limited quantities while they last)

%

HALF-TIME
SAVINGS

50% OFF
ON

Selected Paperbacks
TACKLING
INFLATION

V BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE!
LOOSE PENS
(Free Item Is The Lesser Price Pea)

STARTING WEEK OF SEPTEMIER 20tfc
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Eagles to host Coastal tomorrow
By CHARLES APPLE
TJ sports reporter
The Winthrop College Eagles
will play their fourth home
match of the year tomorrow
when they host the Chanticleers
of Coastal Carolina at 3:30 pjn.
"Coastal finished second in
the district last season and they
had thefinestregular-season
record in the district," said
Eagle coach Jim Casada. "They
beat us last year 1-0, and I know
they've gained some tough new
junior college players. They'll
be a real tough opponent."
The Eagles went into this
weekend with" a 2-2 record after
beating Wingate on the road
Tuesday. In that match, senior
goalie Bob Bowen marked his
27th career shutout as Winthrop
handed Wingate a decisive 3-0
defeat.
With 22 minutes remaining in

Hie first half, sophomore Paul
Sowney scored his first goal of
the season. Junior Tom Haxton
scored 10 minutes later and
senior striker Carlos Gonzales
struck in the second half to
round out the scoring for the
Eagles.
"We totally dominated the
match," said Casada. "Wingate
was a vastly improved team.
We did real well, except for our
up front play. After all, when
you make only three goals in 45shots, that's not real good.
"The next five games on'our

schedule are very important. IH
be very hippy if we can win
three of them. As I've said before, if we can get through
October with a decent stage of
maturity, we'll be all right.
We've been gaining confidence
and experience with each match
so far, but we've still got a long
way to go as far as offensive
shortcomings," remarks Casada.
'This is the most critical
part of the season for us, and we
need all the fan support we can
get. A win for us could be a
big plus," Casada concluded.

WCRO has n,ew format
WCRO, Winthrop College
radio station, has an exciting
new format, said station manager Frederick Knight.
"All of us at the station are
really enthusiastic about the upcoming year," Knight said. The
new format will include a special program playing fifteen min>ite capsules, featuring a popular
artist, top ten music from all
the charts, and a request line.

WCRO is catering specifically
to the college audience. "Almost every student who listens
should be able to find music
that suits his taste," Knight
said.
Knight urges all Winthrop students to tune in to WCRO
640 AM He said WCRO has
many varieties of programs to
offer Winthrop College this year.

Our SGA president??? Tommy Mattox was named "The
Winthrop Gigolo" at the "American Gigolo," sponsored by
Din kins Student Union Wednesday nighi. (TJ photo by Craig
Tucker)

Heritage club to meet
The Heritage Club will meet Thursday at 4 pjn. at the Alumni
House across from the library. The Heritage Club is made up of
students who had a parent or grandparent attend Winthrop.

WHITE WATER
RAFTING
With Dinkins Student Union
Nantahala River, Bryson City, N.C.
Students at Macfeat Nursery have a fun time painting the building,
they are missing the paint. (TJ photo by Tim Hartis)

CROP Walk announced
(Continued from page 15)
County to provide hot noon
meals, five times a week, for
elderly shut-ins. In 1979, more
than 16,000 meals were served.
The rest of the money collected
is distributed in Third World
countries by the Community
Hunger Appeal of Church World
Service in the form of tools,
seeds, fertilizer and food.
Over $18,000 was raised in
the three previous CROP Walks
in York County. This year's
goal is $7,500 said Brabham.
La3t year 270 people participated in the Walk. About 95 of
the participants were Winthrop
students. Participants in the
CROP Walk wiP begin their
march at Din kins Student
Union then walk down Sumter

Undesignated gifts to the
CROP Walk are distributed
through Church World Services,
but sponsors may specify a particular use for their contributions such as the York County
Meals on Wheels program,
CARE, American Joint Jewish
Distribution Committee, CathoBrabham emphasized the lic Relief Services, Project HOPE
need for local funds. "This or any approved overseas
promises to be a bad year," hunger-fighting agency.
Brabham said, "not only because of federal cutbacks but
because the whole economy
"Winthrop students, faculty
makes it a bad year for a whole and staff have always been
lot of folks."
great supporter, of CROP,"
said Pat Blaney oi the Newman
Campus Ministry. "Please conBoth Governor Riley of tact Risher Brabham, Wesley
South Carolina and Governor Foundation, 327-5640, regardHunt of North Carolina have ing contributions to CROP of
proclaimed October as Hunger- further information about the
walk."
Fighting Month.
Avenue, around College Lake,
back up Sumter to Charlotte
Avenue, down Charlotte to
Cherry Road to Sullivan Junior
High. There the walkers will
turn around and walk back up
Cherry to Oakland finishing at
Dinkins.

WHEN: Saturday
October 3rd
COST: $18 with WCID

ONLY
40 SPACES AVAILABLE
Sign up by Wednesday, Sept. 23rd at Director's
Office in Dinkins. More information available
at Dinkins Desk or call DSU at 2248

